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Band: Vardan (I) 

Genre: Black Metal 

Label: Moribund Records 

Albumtitle: From The Pale Moonlight 

Duration: 39:06 

Releasedate: 18.09.2015 

 

"The busiest man in Black Metal" is back again – due to the promo sheet of the label. Every month there is a new 

release. Damn, why!? I don't understand what firstly "the artist" intends by this and secondly what a label thinks 

about it...mass instead of class? Well, then the "artist" and the label made it! 

 

I'd like to anticipate possible reproaches of Vardan's fans (are they really existing?) namely this question: "Dude, 

when you think that his sound/creativity fucking sucks, why do you write reviews about it?" 

 

It is quite plain. Basically I hold the genre dear. And in such cases I am gladly the pestilentialcontrol, the deadly 

incubus, the belial or the face of Orias who likes to eliminate such fucking bullshit. So, clear enough? 

 

Well, let's talk about the music (and yes, unfortunately I have listened to it several times). He rattles and screeches 

again as familiar and it is a big yawn. The guitars fucking suck because there are once again Black Metal riffs of the 

cheap rummage table. The primitive work on drums is again so insolent, that a group of falling down beer heavers 

have more timing and rhythm. Also the odd interspersed keyboard parts sound like the first music lesson of the boy 

next door. The only difference to his latest album is another cover artwork. It is also gloomy and cheesy as there are 

not enough uncreative groats in Black Metal underground.  

 

As far as I know, Vardan bears not really a meaning in the scene (if so, please send me an email). The flood of shitty 

releases will not positively impact this. 

 

Finally, a word about the label Moribund: 

If any company produces crap to tap something on the market, another firm is already there to produce even more 

crap and tries to exploit the purchaser. In that case one can only wait until all is hopefully adjusted by itself.  

 

Conclusion:  

When will the scene wake and stop letting impose such amateurish bullshit? Well, there will always be the trve elite 

who celebrates crap as "oh so trve" underground. They don't think that this bullshit strains and contamintes the 

scene and destroys it in the long run. Or should it be like that?  

 

Rating 0/10 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Vardan/291038054432026 

 

Line-Up: 

 

Vardan - All Instruments and Vocals 
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Tracklist:  

 

01. I. 

02. II. 

03. III. 

 

Author: Steiff / Translator: Dine 


